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1. EBSIS Summer School on Event Based Systems and Related Topics 2016
The first summer school planned in the EBSIS project in WP3 - Outreach Activities, task T3.1, was organized by the coordinator institution UAIC in Sinaia, Romania, between the 11th and the 15th of July
2016. The main scope of the event was to increase the expertise and the interest of the host institution
attendees on the technical area of the EBSIS project. Furthermore, the event had a strong networking
component meant to strengthen the academic relations between the staff and students of the three
project partners and external experts. We believe it will lead to future collaborations on research projects.
The main track of the event included a series of presentations given by international experts covering
both event based systems, the main scientific area of interest in the EBSIS project, as well as a variety
of related topics. The summer school included also a doctoral workshop. It provided an opportunity
for PhD students of the three project partners to share knowledge and discuss their interests and research work.
The website of the summer school is available at the following address: http://ebsis.info.uaic.ro/school2016. We detail in the following sections the main scientific presentations track
of the event, the doctoral workshop schedule and provide attendance statistics and organizational
details.

1.1

Main Technical Program of EBSIS Summer School 2016

The main technical program of the EBSIS Summer School 2016 included seven talks given by invited
external experts. These provided, as planned in Task T3.1 description, a valuable insight on latest research in timely topics both complementary to the expertise of UniNE and TUD, but as well on primary
matters of interest for every partner’s work activity. Four of the seven talks had a focus on security
issues in accordance with one of the technical directions of the project and as planned in Task T3.1.
We provide below the brief description of each presentation as provided by the invited speakers.
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The Continuing Arms Race: A Journey in the World of Runtime Exploits and Defenses
Prof. Ahmad Reza Sadeghi (TU Darmstadt, Germany)
Date: July 12th, 2016
Presentation description: Memory corruption attacks belong to the most-widely deployed attacks for
almost three decades. These attacks have been already applied in the first famous Internet worm (the
Morris worm in 1988). Today, they are used to compromise web browsers, launch iOS jailbreaks, and
partially in zero day issues exploited in large-scale cyberattacks such as Stuxnet and Duqu. In particular,
code-reuse techniques such as return-oriented programming undermine the security model of nonexecutable memory (the No-Execute Bit) and memory randomization. Defending against these attacks
is currently a hot topic of research. This lecture gives an overview of the state-of-the-art memory exploitation techniques and defenses.

Figure 1 The Continuing Arms Race: A Journey in the World of Runtime Exploits and Defenses
presentation session
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Machine Learning Techniques for Preventing the Global Malware Dissemination
Prof. Tudor Dumitraş (University of Maryland, USA)
Date: July 12th, 2016
Presentation description: Unlike the Internet worms from 10 years ago, today few malware families
have the ability to propagate autonomously. Instead, they rely on malware delivery networks, which
specialize in helping malware infect millions of hosts worldwide. These malware delivery techniques
largely rely on two key components: (1) drive-by download exploits, which enable the initial malware
insertion and (2) downloader trojans, which retrieve additional malware from the Internet. It is challenging to mitigate the threat of software vulnerabilities, as more than 10,000 new vulnerabilities are
discovered each year. Additionally, benign and malicious downloaders are difficult to distinguish based
only on their content and behavior, as the act of downloading software components from the Internet
is not inherently malicious.
In this talk I will present machine learning techniques that we have developed for addressing these
problems. First, I will describe the design of a system for forecasting which vulnerabilities will be exploited in the wild, using information mined from social media (and Twitter in particular). This system
may be used to prioritize the response to vulnerability disclosures or to model risk for cyber-insurance
applications. Second, I will introduce the downloader-graph abstraction, which captures the client-side
activity of malware delivery networks. Using the properties of downloader graphs, we can train a classifier that has the potential to expose large parts of the malware download activity, which may otherwise remain undetected. Finally, I will discuss the opportunities to disrupt malware delivery networks,
using insights from this research.

Figure 2 Machine Learning Techniques for Preventing the Global Malware Dissemination presentation session
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The Data Streaming Processing Paradigm and its Use in Modern Fog Architectures
Prof. Vincenzo Gulisano (Chalmers University of Technology Gothenburg, Sweden)
Date: July 13th, 2016
Presentation description: Since the year 2000, data streaming has gained popularity over traditional
store-then-process paradigms thanks to its ability to provide high-throughput and low-latency continuous analysis of unbounded sources of data. Data streaming can be particularly helpful in the processing and analysis of the massive amounts of data sensed by Fog architectures (highly distributed
and heterogeneous networks of sensors and computing devices) such as smart grids or vehicular networks.
In this lecture, we will begin by introducing Fog architectures and discussing underlying challenges such
as the need for "close-to-the-source", efficient and privacy-preserving data analysis. Subsequently, we
will focus on the data streaming model itself, with an in-depth discussion about its internals (discussing
streams, operators and continuous queries) and about distributed and parallel (both shared-nothing
and shared-memory) data processing. We will then conclude looking at how data streaming has been
leveraged in the last years and what research paths are still to be explored in security and privacy
applications of Fog architectures.

Figure 3 The Data Streaming Processing Paradigm and its Use in Modern Fog Architectures presentation session
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Trends in Scalable Stream Processing: Parallelism & Programmability
Prof. Peter Pietzuch (Imperial College London, United Kingdom)
Date: July 13th, 2016
Presentation description: We witness an increasing number of domains that rely on just-in-time processing of large volumes of data. Financial trading, web analytics, fraud detection and sensing applications all require the continuous processing of data streams. As a result, stream processing models are
slowly replacing batch processing models in domains in which result latency matters. This has given
rise to distributed dataflow platforms such as Storm, Spark, Flink and SEEP, which can process large
amounts of streaming data in near real-time by exploiting data parallelism.
In this lecture, I will give an overview of scalable stream processing systems. I will introduce a basic
stream processing model and current architectures for scaling stream processing systems in data centre environments. I will then explore two challenges that current stream processing systems face: (1)
with the rise of parallel hardware in the form of multi-core CPUs and GPUs, stream processing systems
must exploit parallelism while still preserving correct query semantics; (2) users demand increasingly
complex analytics algorithms over streaming data, e.g. when applying online machine learning and
data mining techniques. This requires stream processing systems to support new rich programming
models for enabling such applications.

Figure 4 Trends in Scalable Stream Processing: Parallelism & Programmability presentation session
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Privacy Aware Event-Processing and Dissemination
Dr. Boris Koldehofe (TU Darmstadt, Germany)
Date: July 14th, 2016
Presentation description: Event-based systems provide to applications very powerful abstractions for
the reaction to and the detection of events. However, many important concepts of event-based systems such as information decoupling can be easily misused by malicious or curious nodes of a system.
Fixing such problems by simple extensions of traditional privacy mechanisms can easily lead to impractical solutions. In this lecture we will review key aspects in building scalable event-based systems and
analyze attacks and problems that need to be dealt with in a privacy-aware event-based system. In
particular, we will focus on two dimensions: methods for privacy event-dissemination and methods
for privacy-aware event processing. Towards privacy event-dissemination we will examine approaches
that ensure confidentiality in event-dissemination, e.g. dynamic subscription schemes based on identity based encryption. Towards privacy-aware event processing systems, we will discuss approaches
that enforce privacy constraints of producers for the detection of complex events that capture multiple
dependent processing steps. Finally, we will deal with the problem to support event consumers and
producers in defining access policies and rules, e.g., by establishing trust relations between dynamic
event producers and consumer.

Figure 5 Privacy Aware Event-Processing and Dissemination presentation session
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Group Key Establishment Protocols
Dr. Ruxandra Olimid (NTNU Trondheim, Norway)
Date: July 14th, 2016
Presentation description: Distributed systems and applications – such as electronic conferences, data
sharing or collaborative computing – allow multiple parties (that might have different roles and responsibilities) to gain access to common resources or perform joined tasks. Securing such environments is challenging, especially when the participants come from different (physical or logical) locations and implement distinct protection mechanisms. A natural approach is to build security on top of
a shared private key, which the parties learn as the output of a Group Key Establishment (GKE) protocol.
The lecture aims to be an introduction to GKE that requires no preliminary knowledge. It describes the
properties a GKE should satisfy and considers different constructions techniques from primitives (e.g.,
secret sharing, multilinear maps). The talk discusses possible adversarial models and exemplifies vulnerabilities in existing GKE protocols.

Figure 6 Group Key Establishment Protocols presentation session
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Multipath TCP and Applications in Wireless Environments
Prof. Dragoş Niculescu (Politechnic University of Bucharest, Romania)
Date: July 15th, 2016
Presentation description: Multipath TCP (MPTCP) is an emerging standard that is a drop in replacement
for TCP. It does not require recompilation of the applications, but requires changes in the kernel, while
promising improved throughput and connectivity. As of May 2016, the Linux kernel has a stable patch
supporting MPTCP, Apple has partially implemented MPTCP for Siri, and various telecom providers
(e.g., Korea Telecom, Turk Telekom) have launched services based on it.
The lecture will present basics of TCP and MPTCP, and then describe two recent research proposals
that make use of MPTCP in wireless networks. The Mobile Kibbutz is a method that enables user collaboration in order to save battery, improve throughput and responsiveness on devices with multiple
radio interfaces (Bluetooth, WiFi, 4G). Even if using only WiFi, MPTCP enables some radical changes in
how we use wireless LANs. By connecting to all visible APs, it is possible to attack some classic problems
in wireless networks: continuous connectivity, mobility at transport layer, and hidden terminal.

Figure 7 Multipath TCP and Applications in Wireless Environments presentation session
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Doctoral Workshop in EBSIS Summer School

The Doctoral Workshop organized as part of the first EBSIS Summer School featured 16 presentations
given by PhD students of each of the three project partners. These were split in four sessions and
grouped mainly based on the topic orientation. The first session was mostly focused on distributed
event based systems architectures. The second session was focused on practical security aspects. The
third session focus was on performance and optimization aspects. The fourth session was centred on
theoretical security research. Each session included also a presentation on a correlated topic that provided more variety. The complete proceedings of the first EBSIS Doctoral Workshop are available in
deliverable D4.4. We provide below the presentation titles and the sessions organization.
Session I – July 12th 2016






Declarative and Interoperable Overlay Networks, Applications to Systems of Systems – Raziel
Carvajal Gomez (UniNE)
Dolmen: Towards Building Complex Topologies through Assembly – Simon Bouget (Université
de Rennes 1, France, summer intern at UniNE)
Analysis of Asymmetric Choice Workflow Nets – Ioana Leahu (UAIC)
Planning based Web Service Composition Experiments – Paul Diac (UAIC)
Utilizing Hybrid Similarity Measures in Resolving Closed-Domain Entity Ambiguity – Sohaila Baset (UniNE)

Figure 8 Analysis of Asymmetric Choice Workflow Nets presentation
in 1st doctoral workshop session
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Session II – July 12th 2016






Automatic Extraction of Malware Specifications – Bogdan Prelipcean (UAIC, BitDefender)
Dynamic Analysis of Possible Malware Applications – Vlad Crăciun (UAIC, BitDefender)
Secure Content-Based Routing Using Intel Software Guard Extensions – Rafael Pires (UniNE)
Deployment Mechanisms for Secure Enclaves – Franz Gregor (TUD)
Towards Efficient Concurrent Data Structures Traversal with Transactional Smart Pointers –
Maria Carpen-Amarie (UniNE)

Figure 9 Towards Efficient Concurrent Data Structures Traversal with Transactional Smart Pointers
presentation in 2nd doctoral workshop session
Session III – July 13th 2016




Enhanced Energy Efficiency with the Actor Model on Heterogeneous Architectures – Yaroslav
Hayduk (UniNE)
Parsing in K-Framework – Radu Mereuță (UAIC)
GenPack: A Generational VM Scheduler for Cloud Data Centers – Aurelien Havet (UniNE)
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Figure 10 Parsing in K-Framework presentation in 3rd doctoral workshop session
Session IV – July 14th 2016




1.3

On the Cost of Safe Storage for Public Clouds: an Experimental Evaluation – Dorian Burihabwa
(UniNE)
IBE Schemes based on Quadratic Residuosity Assumption – BGH – Anca Nica (UAIC)
Boneh-Gentry-Hamburg's Identity-based Encryption Scheme Revisited – George Teșeleanu
(UAIC)

Attendance statistics and organizational details

The total attendance of the summer school numbered 35 participants. 14 of the participants were
academic staff of the three partners and 21 were students. Although this is more than the total average
of 30 participants estimated in the project proposal, there were no external participants. Despite advertising the summer school by e-mail announcements sent to several universities in Romania and also
to a number of companies there was only one positive response who eventually withdrew from participation due to apparent time constraints. We believe the lack of response lies in the fact that external participation was conditioned on a registration tax, accommodation costs not being eligible according to Twinning rules for students not enrolled to one of the three project partners. We base our assumption on the fact that another workshop co-organized by EBSIS project which benefited of funding
from external sources, described in Section 2, which did not impose a student participation tax drew
more attention from a large number of external students.
The gender split in the doctoral workshop participation was 12 male PhD students and 4 female PhD
students, which we consider relatively satisfactory compared to typical lower percentages in computer
science conferences.
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Task T3.1 also considered some focus on young industry professionals for the participation in the summer school. As mentioned before, despite announcements sent to local companies there was no registration for participation of external attendees. However, two UAIC students who are simultaneously
also employees of BitDefender, a local software security company participated in the workshop, bringing therefore also an industry sight on research in the event.

2. BringITOn! 2016 workshop
Task T3.4 of the EBSIS project refers to the organization of open academia and industry presentation
sessions at the site of the coordinator institution UAIC (in number of at least two for the duration of
the project). For the first year of the project we decided to support the organization of The BringITOn!
2016 workshop. The workshop was the latest event in a series traditionally organized before by the
computer science department of UAIC with additional financial help from industry sponsors. The workshop covered various fields of computer science including sessions of project ideas presented by student teams from UAIC as well as from other universities in Romania, tutorials and industry presentations. The focus was on the projects session, where local industry representatives and investors could
see ideas and prototypes initiated in the academic world that they would be interested to further develop. We provide below details on the workshop schedule, organizational aspects and attendance
impact.

2.1

Agenda of the BringITOn! Workshop 2016

The BringITOn! Workshop 2016 was organized over the course of one day and a half. We provide below
the complete agenda of the event. The complete proceedings of the projects session (the focus of the
event) is provided in deliverable D4.4.
Day 1 – November 18th, 2016
8:00 – 9:00 Participant Registration and Posters Set-Up
9:00 – 10:30 Tutorials Session – Speakers:
- Andrei Postolache (Introspecials)
- Adrian Brezulianu (EURONEST Cluster)
- Florin Zaharia (CENTRIC)
10:30 – 11:00 Coffee Break
11:00 – 11:30 Press Conference
11:30 – 13:00 Invited Industry Presentations – Invited Speakers:
- Marius Ursache (EterniME, DEToolbox)
- Traian Luca (GeminiCAD)
13:00 – 14:00 Lunch Break
14:00 – 15:00 Projects Session – Free Open Visits to Project Presentation Stands
15:00 – 17:00 Projects Session – Elevator Pitches
H2020-TWINN-2015
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17:00 – 17:30 Coffee Break
17:30 – 19:00 Practical Entrepreneurship Presentations Session – Speakers:
- Iulian Băsu (Business Angels Romania)
- Doru Cantemir (Ludor Engineering)
- Ștefan Carlescu (Quodemo)
19:00 Social Event
Day 2 – November 19th, 2016
9:00 – 10:00 Project Winners Session
10:00 – 10:30 Coffee Break
10:30 – 12:30 Round Table Session – Academics meets Industry

Figure 11 BringITOn! 2016 Invited Industry Presentation
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Organizational details and attendance impact

We decided to support the organization of a new edition of the BringITOn! Workshop in the first project year instead a simple one-day presentations session as specified initially in task T3.4 due to several
reasons:
 The workshop effectively included several presentation sessions as specified in the task (so it
essentially consisted in the same activity but extended).
 The presentation sessions foreseen in task T3.4 were supposed to reach an external audience
that is as wide as possible. The workshop had already a well-established visibility due to previous editions and this helped achieving this goal.
 The talks given by local industry representatives and the presence of participants from other
universities in the country overlapped with the purpose of creating avenues of collaboration
at the national level included in task T3.4.
 As mentioned above the main session of the workshop was focused on technical project ideas
that could be observed by local industry and further helped to grow. Some talks were also
oriented on entrepreneurship matters. We think this addressed one of the few critics we received in our Twinning project evaluation review: Business challenges and opportunities are
not sufficiently identified. Local and national plans for the regions are not sufficiently explained. As described, the dissemination effort correctly remains focussed on the academic
sector. However, external aspects, for example dissemination to industries, are not taken sufficiently into account.
Due to the extended nature of the event compared to what was initially planned, the budget allocated
for the workshop organization was slightly higher than the estimation for these type of activities in the
project description. However, this did not exceed the budget allocated for activities covered in this
work package since the organization costs of other activities such as the summer school were lower
than estimated and it was possible to reallocate the saved budget.
We consider the impact of the workshop satisfactory. 26 projects were registered by various students
and academics staff groups, representing besides UAIC four more academic institutions in Romania
and two in Republic of Moldova (which counts as one of the focus countries in our summer schools in
Task T3.2 due to low research development coefficient). In respect to gender balance, out of the 26
presented projects ideas in the dedicated sessions a number of 18 had at least one female author.
Finally, the number of attendees that visited the project ideas stands during the open sessions were
more than 200.

Figure 12 Open projects ideas session in BringITOn! 2016
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